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Learning Python TestingPackt Publishing, 2014

	A straightforward and easy approach to testing your Python projects


	About This Book

	
		Develop your knowledge and skills to increase your confidence in tackling new challenges
	
		Guides you through the tools of automated testing in Python 3 with practical and real-life examples
	...
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Software Engineering with Microsoft Visual Studio Team System (Microsoft .Net Development)Addison Wesley, 2006
Software Engineering with Microsoft Visual Studio Team System is written for any software team that is considering running a software project using Visual Studio Team System (VSTS), or evaluating modern software development practices for its use.
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Perl by Example (4th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
Perl, now more than ever!
 A few years ago, Perl was a secret of UNIX® programmers who wanted to combine the power of grep, awk, sed, tr, shells and C in a single easy language. These days it's everywhere, as the source language for the CGI scripts that make the Internet go 'round.  

 This Second Edition of Perl by Example is...
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Microsoft Press Computer Dictionary, 4th EditionMicrosoft Press, 1999
A comprehensive dictionary for people who work with microcomputers but aren't computer professionals. Some 5,000 entries define both basic and more advanced terms, and include phonetic pronunciations where appropriate. Some definitions are accompanied by drawings, diagrams, or other graphics. Annotation copyright Book News, Inc. Portland, Or....
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Practical Enterprise Software Development Techniques: Tools and Techniques for Large Scale SolutionsApress, 2015

	This expanded and updated edition of "Practical Enterprise Software Development Techniques" includes a new chapter which explains what makes enterprise scale software development different from other development endeavors. Chapter 4 has been expanded with additional coverage of code review, bug tracker systems and agile software...
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Sams Teach Yourself Xcode 4 in 24 Hours (Sams Teach Yourself -- Hours)Sams Publishing, 2012

	
		So you’ve decided to write applications for OS X or iOS. You sit down at your Macintosh, start up Xcode, and… what? Create a project? Create a file? Make a storyboard? Build a Core Data model? What?

	

	For an operating system that prides itself on being accessible to many,...
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BIOS Disassembly Ninjutsu Uncovered (Uncovered series)A-LIST Publishing, 2006

	Explaining security vulnerabilities, possible exploitation scenarios, and prevention in a systematic manner, this guide to BIOS exploitation describes the reverse-engineering techniques used to gather information from BIOS and expansion ROMs. SMBIOS/DMI exploitation techniques—including BIOS rootkits and computer...
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Play for Scala: Covers Play 2Manning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Play for Scala shows you how to build Scala-based web applications using the Play 2 framework. This book starts by introducing Play through a comprehensive overview example. Then, you'll look at each facet of a typical Play application both by exploring simple code snippets and by adding to a...
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2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Summer 20022600 Magazine, 2002
2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Summer 2002:

2600: The Hacker Quarterly is a quarterly American publication that specializes in publishing technical information on a variety of subjects including telephone switching systems, Internet protocols and services, as well as...
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SproutCore Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Creating fast, powerful, and feature-rich web applications using the SproutCore HTML5 framework


	Overview

	
		Write next-gen HTML5 apps using the SproutCore framework and tools
	
		Get started right away by creating a powerful application in the very first chapter
	
		Build your...
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Programming in the Key of C#Microsoft Press, 2003
This is a book for people who want to learn the C# programming language. I’ve tried my best to avoid making assumptions about any prior programming experience you might or might not have had. The book begins with variables and ends with a program that plays music.

C# is a modern, object-oriented...
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C Traps and PitfallsAddison Wesley, 1989
C Traps and Pitfalls teaches how the peculiarities of  the C language make it easy for the intended behavior of a program and  the actual behavior of a program to differ. The book's experienced  author, Koenig, follows up with examples and helpful advice on many of  these "pitfalls." Each chapter includes exercises for...
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